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Abstract 
 
This study focuses on the real-time measurement of the distributed pinch force in minimally invasive 
surgery with a piezoresistive tactile sensor. The measurement of the pinch force in distributed form is 
important because the conventional surgical tools have angular opening/closing mechanism, which 
causes non-uniform force distribution on the contacting sample. Additionally, the location and the 
magnitude of the equivalent pinch force is calculated. The grasping of the samples with homogenous 
and constant pinch force and the characterization of the samples with low elastic modulus can be carried 
out with tactile sensor included surgery tools. Apprentice surgeons can benefit the advantages of the thin 
film sensors in their training. 
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1. Introduction 

 
In minimally invasive surgery, working space of the surgeon is limited and usage of the surgical 
tool reduces the tactile sensing of the surgeons. Apprentice surgeons are required to be trained until 
they learn how to use surgical tool without applying excessive forces [1-3].  Excessive force applied 
to tissue can cause tissue damage or rupture which is obligatory to be avoided [4-7]. Usage of 
tactile sensors to measure the pinch force can be used in training platforms or in surgical 
instruments. Thus, the surgeons are informed and aware. Most of the thin film tactile sensors are 
designed for flat-tipped laparoscopic graspers [8-11]. In this study, a piezoresistive tactile sensor 
specially manufactured for a flat-tipped bowel grasper is used to measure the pinch force applied 
to tissue in distributed form. Experiments are completed in ex vivo condition with organic samples 
made out of poultry.  
 
2. Materials and Method 

 
Details of tactile sensor and experimental setups are presented in this section. 
  
2.1. Tactile sensor specifications 

 
Measuring force in distributed form is a hard task to achieved and using a thin film sensor is one 
of the best decisions. Vertical and lateral resolution of the tactile sensors are important in 
measurement precision of the force and contact area, respectively [13]. Amount of tactile pixels 
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(taxels) constraints the lateral resolution. A tactile sensor with 32 taxels in 8x4 grid is used in this 
study as illustrated in Fig. 1. Each taxel is 59.9 mm2. A signal conditioning unit is used with the 
tactile sensor. Moreover, a computer program is developed for real time measurement of the pinch 
force. 

 
Figure 1. The tactile sensor with a 4x8 taxels grid. 

 

2.2. Experimental Setup  

 
This experimental setup shown in Fig. 2 is built to measure the pinch force of the tactile sensor 
integrated flat-tipped bowel grasper. Tactile sensor is placed into the tool tip. A linear motorized 
stage is connected to rod of the tool. Back and forth motion of the rod opens and closes the tip 
angularly while the tool is stationary. Due to angular motion of the tip, non-uniform force is applied 
to test samples. Non-uniform distributed pinch force is measured by tactile sensor then the location 
and magnitude of the equivalent pinch force is calculated in real time. Velocity of the rod is 0.5 
mm/s during closure and opening. Measurement range in this experimental procedure is below       
0.7 N. Experimental procedure consists of 4 steps. It starts by closure of the tip and achievement 
of the first contact between tip and sample. Subsequently, the maximum pinch force suddenly is 
achieved as soon as the maximum closure of the tip obtained. Force relaxation of the viscoelastic 
sample is noticed while the tip remains in maximum closure. Later, opening of the tip starts and 
the last contact between the tip and sample takes place. 

 
Figure 2. Experimental setup: (1) Motorized linear stage, (2) Flat-tipped tool, (3) Tactile sensor. 
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3. Results and Discussion 

 

Results of the pinch force measurement are presented in distributed and equivalent force form in 
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, respectively. In Fig. 3, force distribution is given for two instants which are 
achievement of first contact (Fig. 3 (a)), achievement of maximum pinch force (Fig. 3 (b)). At the 
first contact, maximum taxel force magnitude is 0.03 N. At maximum pinch force, maximum taxel 
force is 0.045 N. Local forces are intense inwards of the tip and during the closure of the tip, local 
force distribution expands outwards of the tip due to the angular motion of the tip. Local pinch 
forces decrease gradually from inwards to outwards. Due to low elastic modulus of the sample, the 
sample deforms and full contact between the tip and sample can be achieved. From local pinch 
force data, the equivalent pinch force is calculated and in Fig 4., magnitude of the equivalent force 
is plotted versus time (a) and angle (b). Equivalent pinch force rises for 1.2 sec during the closure 
of the tip and reaches to maximum value of 0.50 N. After that, due to relaxation of the viscoelastic 
tissue pinch force declines while tip angle is constantly at minimum as seen in Fig.4 (b). Pinch 
force declines to zero with tip opening. Tactile sensors can measure relaxation characteristic of the 
sample in real time. With feedback control the sample can be grasped with constant pinch force. 
The location of equivalent pinch force is important to value to be calculated during the 
measurement of the pinch force. In Fig.5, the location of the equivalent pinch force from the same 
data of the Fig.3 and Fig.4 is presented. Closure of the tip is given between Fig.5 (a) and (d), 
opening of the tip is given between Fig.5 (e) and (f). During the closure, the location of the 
equivalent pinch force alternates from inwards of the tip to the middle of the tip as the pinch force 
expands more homogenously on tip surface. During the opening, it returns to inwards of the tip, as 
the pinch force concentrates again inwards of the tip. 

  
Figure 3. Force distribution at taxel level between tip and sample (a) First contact between tip and sample (b) Contact 
at the instant of maximum closure of the tip. X and Y axis indicate the location of the taxels placed on the tactile sensor 
and Z axis presents the force. 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 4. (a) Equivalent pinch force between tip and sample versus time. (b) Equivalent pinch force between tip and 

sample versus half angle of between tip, throughout closure tip angle decreases. 

 

Figure 5. Location of the equivalent pinch force (white circle), (a) the first contact throughout the closure, (b) and (c) 
the continual closure of the tip (d) the instant of maximum closure, (e) the opening of the tip, (f) the last contact. 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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4. Conclusions  

 
This paper focuses on the measurement of the pinch force in minimally invasive surgery with tactile 
sensor. The measurement of the pinch force in distributed form is important because the 
conventional surgical tools have angular opening/closing mechanism, which causes non-uniform 
force distribution on the contacting sample. Local pinch forces are higher at inwards of tip and 
gradually decreases at outwards of the tip. Relaxation of the samples can be observed during the 
measurement of the equivalent pinch force. The location of the equivalent pinch force is closer to 
the inwards of the tip at the first contact. It shifts to the middle of the tip surface as the pinch force 
homogenously distribute on contact surface. The grasping of the samples with homogenous and 
constant pinch force and the characterization of the samples with low elastic modulus can be carried 
out with tactile sensor included surgery tools. Apprentice surgeons can benefit the advantages of 
the thin film sensors in their training. Prevention of the tissue damage can be avoided with force 
feedback control. 
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